control is indicated by the re-allocation of funds between subsidiaries. Thus, the chapter focuses on the relationship between the mandate of the subsidiary and the extent to which it is an active part of the internal capital market. In other words, does the acquisition of a broad mandate by a subsidiary reduce headquarters' control over its resources? The answer to this question has important implications for headquarters and subsidiary strategies within MNEs. If the breadth of the mandate of the subsidiary does not affect the ability of headquarters to control its resources, then the formation of strategically independent subsidiaries with global mandates is always beneficial for MNEs. The advantages of globalisation derived from headquarters are reinforced by the advantages of strategic decision making at the local and regional level. However, if increasing the scope of a subsidiary's mandate reduces headquarters' ability to control its resources, then the advantages of subsidiary strategic independence must be offset against the reduced efficiency of the MNE's internal capital market.
This view of headquarters-subsidiary financial relations is examined using a cross-sectional data set of MNEs operating in the UK. The empirical results offer considerable support for the proposed hypothesis. These results are of considerable importance to MNE managers since they suggest that the devolution of strategic responsibilities to subsidiaries must consider the impact on the firm's internal capital market. In particular, in situations where the internal capital market is most useful, strategic decision making is best retained at the firm's headquarters. It has been suggested that such situations are those where the external capital markets are relatively undeveloped so that information and agency problems are particularly pronounced (Stein, 1997) . Conversely, where external markets are very welldeveloped, the additional gains from internal markets are likely to be small, so that strategic devolution is more likely to be a net benefit to the firm.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY

Research Questions
The basic research question concerns the relationship between a subsidiary's strategic independence and the MNE headquarters' control over its financial resources. The question of a subsidiary's strategic independence has been the subject of a large literature in international business, so a comprehensive literature survey will not be attempted here. Good reviews are available in Birkinshaw (1994) and Birkinshaw and Morrison (1995) . In addition, a large and focused literature has been developed by Nordic scholars (see, for example, Andersson and Forsgren (1995), Forsgren, Holm and Johansen (1995) , Forsgren and Johansen (1992) , Holm (1992) ). Many taxonomies
